MENHAMMAR

BY RICHARD JEPPSSON

Three questions for
MARGARETA
WALLENIUS-KLEBERG
ABOUT MENHAMMAR
STUD FARM
How do you see the future for Menhammar
Stud Farm?
It looks very positive. In part, because
there is a shortage of horses in Sweden and
also because there is an increased demand
for shared ownership of trotters due to the
steeply rising cost of keeping a horse in
training over recent years.
In the years here at Menhammar we have
gathered a large number of offspring. We
have mares that have won over a million
and we have also secured the services of

a number of fine, domestic stallions at stud,
meaning that I am confidently looking
forward to the four major horse auctions
of 2019 – the Elite Sale in May, Kolgini Sale
in July, the Jubilee Trophy (Wenngarn)
in August and the Kriterie Sale in October.
In addition, we privately sell and lease
competition rights to a number of mares
to satisfied recurrent customers every year.
We also sell some foals and young horses
privately. We will continue these investments in the future.
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Are there any new, big goals you would like
to achieve?
Of course, there are always new major
races to be won each year. With Who’s
Who’s fantastic victory in the 2018 Derby
still fresh in mind, it would be great to see
a Menhammar-bred horse win one of the
Swedish Classics – the Breeders Crown
for 2-year-olds, the Criterium & Oaks for
3-year-olds and the Derby, Derbystoet and
Stochampionatet for 4-year-olds.
To be Sweden’s most successful trottinghorse breeder for the thirteenth year in a
row would naturally also be ‘a consummation devoutly to be wished’.

MARGARETA WALLENIUS-KLEBERG
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What are the most important values for which
Menhammar Stud Farm stands?
That all animals and people that live and
work at Menhammar thrive and feel secure.
That, as far as possible, our horses will be
allowed to be horses and that everyone who
works here should know and feel that their
specific contribution to the business is of
enormous importance to the success of
the whole.
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Travkompaniet

–A hobby that became a vision
What is Travkompaniet’s main objective?
To generate interest in trotting in general and horse
ownership in particular. We want to give a sense of
what it’s like to own a trotter, both in triumph and
adversity, and to offer the opportunity to follow horses
all the way from beginning of training to competing
in and, hopefully, winning races.
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How does shared ownership work in practice?
You buy a share in Travkompaniets Stall AB for a onetime payment of SEK 425 and are then a shareholder
in the stable’s 16 trotters, which you can then follow
via Travkompaniet.se, Facebook, Instagram or our own
app. Being a shareholder in Travkompaniet is probably
the very easiest way to participate in owning a trotter.

Annika Lindblom,
MD of Travkompaniets Stall AB

Travkompaniet was founded in 2001.
What are your plans for the future?
The future is looking bright; we have a number
of interesting young horses with the potential to
compete in the major 3- and 4-year-old races. The
stable’s biggest star, Who’s Who, is entering his first
year competing against older, elite horses and it will
be exciting to follow his development. The plan is to
continue producing star horses and to be an asset
to Swedish trotting, both on the track and at stud.

Better than Zlatan
Menhammar Stud Farm is Sweden’s most successful breeder of
warmblood trotters. Between 2007-2018, Menhammar-bred horses
have earned the most prize money and won the Breeders League
for 12 straight years. To quote Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg:
”That’s one more year than Zlatan has won Golden Balls.”

THAT’S ONE
MORE YEAR THAN
ZLATAN HAS WON
GOLDEN BALLS

Year

Starts

1st

2nd

3rd

Win %

Prize money (SEK)

2018

2,834

357

357

308

13%

40,784,611

2017

2,795

323

323

292

12%

33,526,799

2016

3,017

358

358

304

12%

30,523,436

2015

3,029

350

350

276

12%

28,667,719

Source: Swedish Trotting Association
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Which victory do you value most highly? And why?
Wow, it’s hard to choose one, so I’ll choose three.
• Sprintermästaren with Calvin Capar in 2003 was
our first win in a major race. That was crucial to the
future of the stable.
• Prix d’Amerique 2014 with Maharajah. Whenever
I watch the race again I still can’t believe it’s true!
• 2018’s Swedish Trotting Derby win with Who’s Who.
Maharajah won it in 2009 and now his son, which
is a very special feeling.

TRAVKOMPANIET
Travkompaniet was founded in 2001 and has some
7,000 shareholders (2019). It is Sweden’s, and
perhaps the world’s, largest horse owner and has
more than 375 wins. Prize money is primarily used
to cover the company’s costs and to create the conditions for long-term investment and purchasing
new young horses. The allocation of prize money
is a matter for the annual general meeting. The
ambition is to allow as many people as possible
to participate in owning well-bred trotters, without
investing and risking big money. For further
information, visit www.travkompaniet.se
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For many of Menhammar’s horses, it is possible to follow the theme of their name back several generations

Duty Free
(b. 1974)
Liquorish
(b.1982)

Bourbon Eyes
(b. 1994)

Roaring
Drunk
(b. 2010)

Scotch
Whisky
(b. 2011)

Better Tomorrow
(b. 2016)

Cognac
(b. 1995)

Daiquiri
(b.1996)

Under the Table
(b. 2013)

Anything
Goes
(b. 2015)

Woozy
(b. 2014)

Down the Hatch
(b. 2018)

Centi Liter
(b. 2017)

A TROTTER?

Årjäng and Goshen

“I HOPE THAT I can live up to the expectations that go with

being a hall-of-famer. As the first woman to be inducted, I also
hope that I can be an inspiration to all of the girls and young
women out there,” said Margareta, who received a standing
ovation from the guests at the induction ceremony at the
Harness Racing Museum in Goshen, New York, in July 2018.

If anyone knows how to name a trotter, it’s Margareta WalleniusKleberg. After all, she has named each one of Menhammar’s
foals – some 3,000 since 1948.

E

HALL OF FAME x 2

In 2017, Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg became the
first woman and the first Swede to be inducted into
the United States Harness Racing Hall of Fame.
Margareta had already been inducted into the Hall
of Fame at the Nordic Trotting Museum in 2013.

How to name

very crop of foals receives a name
beginning with same letter from
A to W. Margareta is currently making her way through the alphabet
for the fourth time and 2019’s foals
have names beginning with E. So
far, the greatest challenge was to name 98 foals
beginning with the letter.
Margareta chooses the names herself, inspired by
sources such as menus, crosswords, dictionaries and
a dose of humour. Each foal’s name is inspired by its
mother, so the foals of the mare A Gift from Heaven
were given names such as From Above, Halle Luja,
Eternal, Promised Land and Manna. If you are a real
trotting fan, you can amuse yourself by attempting
to figure out the mother of a particular horse found
in the start list for a race.
Reality Pride is the mother of Who’s Who, son
of Maharajah, a name that proved to have a double
meaning given that father and son are so alike that
it is hard to tell them apart.

Margareta with her Hall of Fame statue at the Harness
Racing Museum in Goshen.

CLEVER NAMES
MARE

FOAL

• Hot Pants
• Quarantine
• Halle Luja
• Not Yet
• Overworked
• Patina
• Talk of the Town
• Sleeping Beauty
• Oink
• Super Witch
• Smokeslikeachimney

• Undies
• Alone
• Vicar
• Alittlebitlater
• Dead Tired
• Aging Well
• Common Gossip
• Don’t Disturb
• Fat Pig
• Ghost Story
• Addiction

IN AN ARTICLE published in Harness

Racing Update, Dean Hoffman, himself an inductee into the Communicators Hall of Fame in 2006, wrote
the following regarding Margareta’s
induction to the Hall of Fame:
“In her quiet, behind-the-scenes
style, Margareta has contributed
immeasurably to the world of trotting
both in Europe and in North America. She does it not for the glory
but because she simply loves the game. She loves the game a
lot. And she wants others to love it as she does. We’ll surely never
know how many people she has encouraged and assisted to share
her passion for the sport.”
Both of these awards highlight Margareta’s enormous dedication to and significant efforts on behalf of trotting, both internationally and in Sweden. Thanks to her many contacts, Margareta
has ensured that Swedish breeders have benefited from many of
the world’s best stallions at stud, which have been made available
for Swedish breeders, among them Menhammar Stud Farm.

I HOPE
I CAN BE AN
INSPIRATION
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STONER
CREEK
a real

HORSE PARADISE
Menhammar Stud Farm in Ekerö is the centre of Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg’s
successful breeding of trotting horses. However, the question is, where would
Menhammar have been today without one very special horse farm in Kentucky, USA?

M

argareta WalleniusKleberg remembers
her first visit to Stoner
Creek, Kentucky, as
if it were yesterday.
“It was incredibly
beautiful, with rolling hills, extensive pasture and open fields.”
Norman S. Woolworth, the farm’s owner,
and Margareta quickly became good friends.
“He had a sense of humour. I remember
a photograph he took of me and a horse on
the farm. When I got the photograph it said,
‘Horse on the left’ on the back!”
When Margareta took over the business
6 OUR WAY MENHAMMAR

at Menhammar from her father in the early
1970s, the breeding programme was a work
in progress.
“It was a bit like mass production at that
time; we didn’t have much knowledge about
how to breed successful trotting horses,”
explains Margareta.
During a trip to the United States in 1975,
a good friend gave Margareta a tip about a
horse he thought she should buy, a mare that
had done well on the track and had a promising future in breeding. The mare was Eager
Lassie and the seller the legendary American
harness racing trainer Stanley Dancer. Eager
Lassie was shipped to Menhammar where

she began her breeding line, and at the same
time Margareta was invited to visit the large
horse farm in the heart of Kentucky where
the mare had grown up. A visit that became
the beginning of a new era.
Margareta and Norman kept in touch
and after a few years he offered her the
opportunity to purchase a stallion at stud
from him. Having never owned any stallion
of her own, she was a little unsure whether
this was the right way to go. However, after
a couple of hours of talking they came
to an understanding that Stoner Creek
and Menhammar would begin a breeding
collaboration by establishing an exchange

STONER CREEK
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BY CECILIA BILLGREN PHOTO CLAES KÄRRSTRAND

Margareta
Wallenius-Kleberg

of horses as well as genetic material, i.e.,
semen, between the two farms.
“This resulted in a handwritten contract
that remained in place for 25 years.”
The stallion that started this new partnership was none other than Zoot Suit and
with him in place at Ekerö, the foundations
were laid for the successful breeding operation that today places Menhammar in the
very top.
Today, Stoner Creek is owned by
Margareta, who purchased the farm in
2003 after her partner Norman S. Woolworth passed away. The farm is leased and
managed by the Stewarts, a couple who

breed horses under the name Hunterton
Farm at Stoner Creek.
Margareta usually has about five to ten
broodmares and their foals on the farm,
while the Hunterton stock runs to anything
between 200 and 300 horses. Stoner Creek
does not have any stallions of its own. The
mares are either covered by a successful
American trotting horse or matched with
one of Menhammar’s stallions. Margareta
often takes semen with her when she
travels to the US.
She makes sure to visit the farm several
times a year and brings home a number
of foals each year in early December to be

trained and raced in Sweden. Similarly, she
sends the occasional horse bred at Menhammar to be trained and raced in the US.
“This year, we will be taking two mares
after Maharajah that will start training
and racing over there,” says Margareta.
Each year she also travels there with
Menhammar’s veterinarian and general
manager Johan Hellander to inspect the
broodmares.
“Of course, we have to make sure that
the old ladies are well.”
>
* The story about Stoner Creek and the mare Eager Lassie started
with the yellow harness box on the cover page.
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STONER CREEK

At Stoner Creek the horses are able
to move over quite large pastures and
are outdoors in all kind of weather.

STONER CREEK
• The collaboration between Stoner Creek and
Menhammar began after Margareta WalleniusKleberg bought the Stoner Creek-bred mare
Eager Lassie in 1974.
• Stoner Creek is Menhammar’s US breeding
base and Menhammar has some 30
broodmares and a handful of young horses
stabled on the farm.
• Stoner Creek covers 700 acres or 283 hectares.

Menhammar has some 30 broodmares stabled at Stoner Creek.

WE HAVE TO MAKE SURE
THAT THE OLD LADIES
ARE WELL
Stoner Creek also has an important
function in a social context. The US harness racing world works differently to its
Swedish counterpart; it is less a sport of
the people and more a status symbol. The
beautiful farm that Margareta has carefully
refurbished and renovated is therefore an
excellent place to greet guests and hold social gatherings and, as the good hostess she
is, she is more than happy to arrange lunches
and various events.
8 OUR WAY MENHAMMAR

“Every year in connection with the horse
auctions, I invite all of the Scandinavians
over there to lunch, with herring, salmon
and Swedish coffee. On the last occasion,
I believe there were 80 guests.”
The Kentucky horse farm is a valuable
resource for Menhammar. However, today
there are no plans to expand the operation
beyond its current scope. Margareta values
the insight she has gained into the US breeding tradition through her collaboration with
Stoner Creek and says that she has learnt a
great deal about breeding from her American contacts.
“In Sweden, we have earlier tended to
breed from mares that we knew have run
well on the track, but over there they have
always taken a more overall view. Of course,

• Stoner Creek has bred no less than six winners
of the Hambletonian Stakes, the world’s
most prestigious harness race for 3-year-olds:
Super Bowl, Bonefish, Duenna, Giant Victory,
Tagliabue and Trixton.

the horses need to be able to handle tough
training, but they also need to be easy to
handle and pleasant to be around. I have
learnt that horses are born in a particular
way. Already at an early age you can clearly
see in their eyes what they will be like.
Horses must be allowed to be horses,”
says Margareta.
Stoner Creek is a good complement to
the breeding operation at Menhammar, and
Margareta is happy with the collaboration
and exchange of both genetic material and
knowledge. The large horse farm is also
important on a personal level and means
a great deal to the family.
”Stoner Creek is my oasis. It is a
real horse paradise,” says Margareta
Wallenius-Kleberg.

INNOVATION DAY

PHO TO: KAN AL 75

B Y S O FI A LUND G R E N P H OTO INNOVAT IO NST R A P PA N

inspires

INNOVATION DAY

THE WINNER!

A well-attended Innovation Day at Solvalla.

The podcast
Flyingepodden
is the winner of
2019 Equine JA.

YOUNG
ENTREPRENEURS

Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg received an unusual present on her
80th birthday – her very own Innovation Day to support, inspire and
encourage young people to see the possibilities of a career in the
equine sector. The 2018 Innovation Day proved to be the starting
shot for a host of exciting enterprises, and one year later it was time
to announce a winner from among their number.

I

t was ATG, Svensk Travsport and the Swedish
Horse Industry Foundation (HNS), together with
the Stockholm School of
Economics, that considered a full day dedicated to entrepreneurship and innovation
to be a suitable gift for one of
trotting’s greatest personalities,
Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg.
The inaugural Innovation Day
2018 gathered just over one
hundred young people in search
of inspiration and resulted in
the formation of 15 companies
that went on to develop and finetune their ideas over the course
of the year in the Innovation

Staircase project. The Innovation Staircase is managed by the
Center for Sports and Business
at the Stockholm School of Economics and enjoys close links
to Junior Achievement Sweden.
THE INNOVATION Staircase pro-

vides JA Sweden entrepreneurs
with tools and mentoring for
going from concept to company.
The inspiration these budding
entrepreneurs receive on Innovation Day is step one on the
staircase, after which come idea
generation, development and,
neatly rounding things off, final,
which takes place at the following year’s Innovation Day.

Innovation Day in 2019
was both a beginning – for the
JA Sweden entrepreneurs of
2020, who will now be offered
support on the Innovation Staircase – and a culmination for
those who began their journey
in 2018. The total number of
young people seeking inspiration at Margareta’s Innovation
Day had more than doubled and
they were able to listen to inspirational lectures from entrepreneurs such as Pontus Ekstam
(JA Sweden) and Johanna
Ingelsson (CEO and founder
of Equestrian Stockholm).
A number of prizes were
awarded to the companies that
SO THE

developed during 2019, the
most prestigious of which was
the Equestrian JA of the Year
Award. This was won by Flyingepodden, which is described as a
modern, entertaining channel
for news on the equine sector,
which is also intended to disseminate new knowledge to the
equine community. The founders of Flyingepodden, Agnes
Rudin, Cathrine Oppegaard and
Anastasia Mäkitalo, who attend
the Flyinge Equestrian Upper
Secondary School, thereby
won a customised course in
communication that will allow
Flyingepodden to grow even
more.
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The seventh most successful Swedish
trotter of all time in terms of prize
money, at SEK 23,534,423.

Magnificent

MAHARAJAH

Maharajah, one week old.
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The culmination of a fantastic trotting career came
on 26 January 2014, when Maharajah won the
world’s toughest trotting race, the Prix d’Amerique,
at Vincennes just outside Paris. Maharajah was
already a winner before the race began.

N

o other Menhammar-bred
horse has earned as much
prize money as this peerless stallion. A total of SEK
23.5 million in earnings
and 31 wins demonstrates
that he was in a class of his own.
Physical prowess is one of Maharajah’s
primary characteristics. As one of 98 foals in
Menhammar’s 2005 crop, all given names
beginning with M, the colt was lithe and
energetic from only a few months old. Few
trotters have shown such enormous strength
and stamina over long distances at a high
tempo. Rapid recovery and a quick return to
resting heart rate after training are also two
winning attributes.

BY PIA ADOLFSSON JANSSON PHOTO CLAES KÄRRSTRAND

MAHARAJAH

MAJOR VICTORIES
2008 – Swedish Trotting Criterium
2009 – E
 uropean Trotting Derby

(Grand Prix l’UET)

2009 – Swedish Trotting Derby
2011 – Prix de Paris, Prix de Belgique
2013 – Olympiatravet
2014 – Prix d’Amerique

Crossing the finish line as winner of the 2009 Swedish Trotting Derby.

The greatest victory was 2014 Prix d’Amerique 2014.

He also boasts a notable pedigree. His
sire is the now retired Menhammar legend
and Elite Stallion Viking Kronos. His mother,
Chili Kahn, won over a million SEK in
prize money and is now a broodmare at
Menhammar.
IT WAS APPARENT at an early age that there

was something special about Maharajah
and expectations were high prior to his first
competitive start in 2008; however, that race
ended with disqualification for galloping.
The racing year concluded more successfully,
with a win in the race that had been the
season’s main goal, the Swedish Trotting
Criterium. This was not simply a victory;
Maharajah also broke the Swedish record
for 3-year-olds over 2,640 metres, with a
time of 1.14.0, which was also a world record
for a 3-year-olds on a 1,000-metre track.
Maharajah’s racing career went from

strength to strength until it was finally
crowned by the Prix d’Amerique. In February 2015 Maharajah was retired, and he
was thanked for his accomplishments with
a tearful farewell in the winners’ circle at
Solvalla during the Elitloppet weekend.
After many years of training and competition at Yttersta, Maharajah now stands at
stud full-time at Menhammar Stud Farm,
in yet another successful career. As of
April 2019, Maharajah had 573 registered
offspring, 496 of which are in Sweden.
Thus far, Maharajah’s foals have started
3,297 races, winning 531 and earning
SEK 64,377,724 in prize money.
BY APRIL 2019, Maharajah had already sired

10 millionaires, with Who’s Who (born 2014)
the most successful, having earned SEK 5.6
million to date. Not far behind is Makethemark (born 2013), with SEK 4.9 million.

Despite the fact that Maharajah’s competitive career is over, the awards continue to
roll in. After the successful start to his stud
career, in December 2018 he was named
Elite Stallion, despite his first crop not
arriving until 2013. He is Menhammar’s first
own bred, and together with Raja Mirchi
the first-ever Swedish-born Elite Stallion.
Both of these were sired by Viking Kronos,
himself an Elite Stallion.
The queue of those wanting a Maharajah
foal is long and the 2016-2018 breeding
books were full by May. For the 2019 season,
he was fully booked by March. The future
will reveal how many more winners
Maharajah will sire.

ELITE STALLIONS
Maharajah and Raja Mirchi made history as
the first Swedish-born stallions to be valued as
Elite for their outstanding offspring. Since the
evaluation of stallions began in 1985, 31 Elite
Stallions have been named (as of 2018).
OTHER FAMOUS ELITE STALLIONS ARE:

• Credit Winner

• Varenne

• Express Ride

• Viking Kronos

• Mack Lobell

• Zoot Suit

• Ready Cash
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Örjan Kihlström climbs onto the sulky for over 1,500 starts a year, often behind a Menhammar
horse. He won Elitloppet (The Elite Race) in 2003 with From Above, the prestigious Prix d’Amerique
in 2014 with Maharajah and the 2018 Swedish Trotting Derby with Who’s Who – three generations
from Menhammar. The timing that led to the star driver becoming known as Jack-in-the-Box has so
far resulted in over 6,000 victories, and Kihlström is still driven by winning.

“My GREATEST
trotting moments have
been experienced with
Menhammar horses”

D

ÖRJAN
KIHLSTRÖM
AGE: born 1962
FAMILY: two sons
JOB: Trotting driver
STARTS: over 44,100
WINS: 363 as a trainer,
over 6,381 as a driver
PRIZE MONEY WON:

approx. SEK 800 million
FAVOURITE RACE: Elitloppet
is always really special

12 OUR
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espite the fact
that he is without a doubt one
of the fastest
drivers in the
world, Örjan
Kihlström makes a calmer than
average impression, and perhaps
it is that particular energy that
horses pick up on when he takes
the reins. He himself claims to be
more adept at communicating
with animals than with people.
“The voice and hands are
my means of communication.
I read the horse through its ears,
eyes and body language,” says
Kihlström, who has been named
Driver of the Year no less than
eight times.
THIS IS OF COURSE a record and he

has also been inducted into the
Nordic Trotting Hall of Fame.
Örjan Kihlström is counted
among the world’s foremost
trotting drivers. With over

3 GREAT TROTTING MEMORIES

1

2

3

It is now almost 40 years
since Örjan’s first victory as a
driver at Solvalla. Even if form,
luck and starting position play a
part, a race still has much to do
with a driver’s knowledge.
“You need a deft driving
touch, but also a tactical mindset
and to find the right line,” says
Kihlström.
It has been said that tactics
is his particular strength. His
unfailing ability to spring a
surprise at the finish line has
earned him the nickname of
Jack-in-the-box.
“That came about when I
took a chance and got myself
hemmed in, found a gap and
came through fast at the end,”
says Kihlström modestly.

He often drives 10 races in an
evening. He seldom suffers
from nerves.
“All good drivers need to be
able to read the horse to see
what type it is and how to handle it. I treat all horses with care;
they should have a good feeling
after the race and still believe
in me as a driver. One mustn’t
press young horses too hard.”
Örjan has driven horses
from the Segerhuva Stable in
many major races. Last year
he broke the race record when
winning the Swedish Trotting
Derby with Who’s Who – also a
historic race in that in 2009 he
won the same race with Who’s
Who’s father Maharajah and
in 2002 with his grandfather
From Above.
“It was with From Above
that I won my first Criterium,
Derby and Elitloppet, so he has
had the greatest importance for
my career, and Maharajah is incredibly special. No other horse
has come close to that horse.”

however, Örjan thrives better
at home.
“Trotting is bigger here and
you just can’t beat the crowds!”
He doesn’t hesitate when
asked what the best thing about
the job is.
“Winning – and driving really
great horses!”

When From Above
won the Criterium
for the first time
“At the time, my dream was to win one
of the three major races; the Criterium,
Derby or Elitloppet. We won all three.
I’ve watched Elitloppet every year since
I was little and that was absolutely
fantastic. My family was there and
it was great for my father as well.”

44,100 starts behind him, he has
also driven more races in Sweden than anyone else. He has
won the prestigious Elitloppet
three times, the V75 league as
the Swedish driver with the
most prize money several
times, as well as Group One
races in no less than seven
other countries.
His love for trotting was
inherited from his father
Ivar, a trotting trainer.
At the age of five he was
already driving firewood
with his grandfather’s
Ardennes draft horse. As an
18-year-old he won his first
trotting race and at 23 he
earned his trainer’s licence.
“For as long as I can remember I wanted to work
with horses; nothing else
ever crossed my mind,”
says Kihlström.

WHEN HIS FIRST son was born,

Kihlström made the decision
to quit the time-consuming
trainer job and concentrate
on driving – a very special way
of life with constant travel,
evening and weekend work.

Winning Olympiatravet
at Åby in 2013 with
Maharajah
“That was something special as he was
in a long run of bad form and many
of us wondered if he had passed his
zenith. But then he was uncannily good
in that way that only he could be –
it was great to feel that he was back!”

HIS GREATEST moments were
winning Elitloppet with From
Above and the Prix d’Amerique
victory with Maharajah 2014.
“Winning a major race resonates much more if it’s with
a horse you know,” says Örjan.
Having won all of the major
European races, the Hambletonian in the US is the last
remaining looming omission;

Winning the Prix
d’Amerique 2014
“That’s a race that everyone
dreams about winning and it was the
last European race that I hadn’t won
and that I really wanted to win. It was
absolutely fantastic and special to do it
with Maharajah as we finished second
the first year we competed. The fourth
time was the charm!”

KIHLSTRÖM’S
MAJOR WINS
H Elitloppet (2003, 2015, 2016)
H Prix d’Amérique (2014)
H Prix de Paris (2011, 2016)
H Prix de France (2004, 2005)
H Grand Prix l’UET (2003, 2009)
H Swedish Trotting Derby
(2002, 2009, 2014, 2018)
H Swedish Trotting Criterium
(2001, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008)
H Olympiatravet (2009, 2013)
H Breeders’ Crown Open Trot
(2014)
H Oslo Grand Prix (2016)
H UET Trotting Masters (2016)
H Hugo Åberg Memorial
(2013, 2016, 2017, 2018)
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Johan Hellander, general manager
at the stud farm, together with the
mare Your Highness and her colt
(by Villiam) born 14 March 2019.

THE MENHAMMAR SYSTEM

– a recipe for

BREEDING
SUCCESS
14 OUR WAY MENHAMMAR

It is now almost 60 years since Olof
Wallenius began breeding trotters
from legendary stallion Big Noon.
Today, the stud farm runs a hightech breeding operation based on
some of Sweden’s all-time most
successful trotting horses.

B Y C E C IL IA BIL LG R E N P HOTO S A M UE L UNÉ US

BREEDING

WE WANT TO SEE AT LEAST
500 MILLION MOTILE SPERM
IN A SINGLE DOSE

In the lab, Inger Karlsson checks the quality of the sperm using the latest technology.

O

ut at Ekerö, the foaling season has just started. While a
newborn foal takes its first
steps on shaky legs in one
of the fair-sized foaling boxes, it is time for one of the
stallions at stud to begin the working day in
an adjacent room.
Three days a week, semen is collected by
encouraging the stallion to mount a device
known as a phantom mare.
“They know what they are supposed to
do; it is just another day on the job for them,”
says Johan Hellander, veterinarian and general manager of the stud farm.
THE SPERM IS quickly taken into the adjacent

laboratory where its quality is determined
by measuring sperm concentration and motility using the latest technology.
“For optimal fertility we want to see at
least 500 million motile sperm in a single
dose, but every stallion is different; from
some we may obtain up to 30 doses from
a single mounting, while others might
only provide a couple of doses,” says Inger
Karlsson, who works in the laboratory.
All sperm collected is registered in
the stud farm’s own in-house developed
database. The Menhammar system logs
detailed information about every aspect of
each collection: the number of mounts, size
and quantity of ejaculate, how it is diluted
and divided into doses and what happens to
each dose.
“We are completely unique in the world
in describing the process in such an exhaustive and accurate manner. There are so many
variables and it makes things much easier
to have all of the facts gathered in this way.
This is a further step in ensuring quality,”
says Hellander.
The sperm can then be utilised in one

want to be,” says Johan Hellander, “but
every new crop of one-year-olds runs an
average of one length faster than the last
so it is important that we keep abreast of
of three ways; it may be used immediately
developments in breeding operations.”
to inseminate one of the many mares on
Thus far, the focus in terms of genetic
the stud farm, the fresh semen may be sent
material has been primarily on the stalelsewhere for insemination or, the third alternative, it may be frozen, a course of action
lion side; however, Johan
primarily reserved for outside the breeding
Hellander is careful
season. Stored at -196°C (-321°F),
to point out that the
As trotters
the frozen semen has a theoretical
mare is at least as
traditionally have their
lifespan of several thousand years.
important to the
birthday on 1 January each year,
“When we freeze semen we
success of an
it is important to plan the breeding
conduct a quality control of every
offspring.
season so that no foals are born late
batch to ensure that no damage
“There are
in December. The best situation is if
has occurred during the freezing
many paramea foal is born some time before
process itself,” explains Inger.
ters to consider,
the summer so it will come
various physical
out to pasture.
attributes but also
MENHAMMAR IS in a unique position
the horse’s psyche.
when it comes to breeding trotters and
I believe that characmany of the stud’s stallions are quickly
fully booked. Each stallion is permitted to
teristics like the will to win
cover 150 mares in Sweden annually and
and fighting spirit, as well as curiosity
much of the semen collected once this
and social competence, are things that the
foal learns from its mother,” says Johan
ceiling is reached is frozen for export. Italy
Hellander.
is Menhammar’s largest export market
but the stud has customers as far afield
as Australia – and business is booming.
THERE IS STILL a great deal left to learn about
“Right now, we are exactly where we
how best to match this genetic material and
even about techniques and methods for
ensuring an efficient, successful breeding
programme. That said, Johan Hellander
and the team at Menhammar are certain
STALLIONS & MARES
that the stud can continue at the forefront,
• There are currently eight stallions at stud at
above all through continuing to work with
Menhammar: Maharajah, Nuncio, From Above,
the successful concept that has been delivFourth Dimension, Panne de Moteur and
ering fantastic results for 60 years now.
Chocolatier, with Villiam and Readly Express
“The thing we are most proud of is that
joining them during the breeding season.
we can go back six generations here at
• Menhammar has approximately 120 active
Menhammar. Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg
broodmares, around 70 of which are stabled at
has always been careful to build up her
stud farm with the rest on Menhammar’s other
stock and her business based on her own
farms on Ekerö. The estimated crop for 2019
mares and stallions. She has not bought
is in the region of 80 foals from their own
success; she has really worked to put us in
The crew onboard TITUS
breeding
programme.
the successful position we find ourselves
share most meals together.
in today,” says Johan Hellander.
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BY SARA MARCZAK

There can be no doubt that horse breeding is at the
heart of Menhammar’s business. However, without
agriculture and thriving nature management,
Menhammar would hardly be the first-class
stud farm it is today.

Richer
agriculture for
THE HORSES’
BEST
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P H OTO : S AMU E L U NÉ U S

MENHAMMAR FARM
GÅRD

Game warden Markus Nilsson (left) and
operations manager Ulf Segerström work
closely together to develop and preserve
agriculture and forestry at Menhammar.

P H OTO : CL AE S KÄR R STR AND

A

ll trotting enthusiasts
know that Menhammar
farm is one of Sweden’s
most well-known and oldest stud farms. What few
people know is that the
farm at Ekerö dates back to the thirteenth
century and agriculture has always played a
central role in the business. Fertile soil and
nearby water sources make for excellent
conditions for both farming and animal
husbandry and, in addition to around
300 horses, the farm is also home to some
50 cows and about 25 sheep.
THE FARM IS self-supporting in cattle forage

and even produces almost 70 per cent of
the needed horse forage. The beautiful surroundings not only offer arable and grazing

A great deal of the farm’s land is pasture for the
horses. There are also some 50 Hereford cattle.
P H OTO : M AR K U S N I L S S O N

P H OTO : KAR I N RÖ SE

In the greenhouse, which is a part of the kitchen garden,
plants such as tomatoes, kiwi and eggplants are grown.

Roe deer are a part of the
wild fauna at Menhammar.

land, but there is also a lush kitchen garden
where fruit, berries and vegetables thrive.
Farming at Menhammar currently occupies
580 of the property’s 1,800 hectares, with a
full 320 hectares set aside as horse pasture.
This is necessitated by Menhammar’s freerange system in which horses roam free in
herds across large pastures.
Success in horse breeding and competition demands careful planning of
crop production, tasty, trample-resistant
pasture and the production of forage with
the correct nutritional content. Last year’s
dry, hot summer presented a challenge to
the majority of the business. Menhammar
farm came through the situation relatively
unscathed thanks to having the right competences and taking the right measures at
the right time.

“It was positive to see that, even in a
drought year such as 2018, we were able
to provide our mares and foals with highquality pasture. This was largely thanks
to the fact that my agricultural co-workers were on their toes and responded
quickly with watering and careful management of pastures,” says Ulf Segerström,
Menhammar’s operations manager, who has
been responsible for the agricultural side of
the business for the past couple of years.
AT MENHAMMAR, they take pride in work-

ing sustainably and smartly, something
that is fully supported by the owners, the
Wallenius-Kleberg family.
“Circulating plant nutrients in the form
of horse manure to arable land and incinerating manure and wood chips from our >
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MENHAMMAR FARM

P H OTO : S AM U E L U N É U S

AS OPERATIONS manager at the farm,
Segerström always works closely with game
warden Markus Nilsson, responsible for
wildlife and forestry management at the
farm. Forestry operations are currently
conducted on some 870 hectares of productive woodland.
“The objective of forestry at Menhammar
is the long-term maintenance and development of forest value – maximising the
financial return is not always the primary motivation. Large areas of woodland
contribute to other higher priority value in
forms such as biodiversity, game and care
for the landscape,” explains Nilsson, who
has been working with nature management
at Menhammar since 2006.

A CLOSE COLLABORATION between agriculture
and nature management is a prerequisite
for successfully creating biodiversity and
environmentally sustainable working
methods. Among other things, gamekeeper
Nilsson lays a grid of corridors for game
around and through the arable land. He
also creates forest edges and strips that
act as channels between woodland and
cultivated land to increase biodiversity
by encouraging environments suitable to
plants, insects and game alike.
“In these strips we see to it that there is
both food and shelter for pheasants, hares
and deer, as well as for bumblebees, honey
bees and ladybirds. During the summer it was
teeming with pollinating insects such as bees,
which also benefits other parts of the farm
such as the apple orchard,” says Nilsson.
“At Menhammar, we set aside arable land
for joint measures, which provides positive

One important task for game warden Markus Nilsson
is to care for the nature management at Menhammar.

Operations manager Ulf Segerström’s tasks
vary from big to small. Here Ulf is checking
the quality of the autumn wheat on one of
Menhammar’s tilled fields.
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GAME AND LANDSCAPE
CONSERVATION ARE ALL
ABOUT CREATING GOOD
CONDITIONS, SO THAT
BIODIVERSITY
CAN INCREASE

In addition to forestry, Nilsson is also
responsible for landscape conservation,
game, fishing and certain land leases.
“Game and landscape conservation are
all about providing birds, game, insects and
plants with good conditions, so that biodiversity can increase the cultural heritage of the
landscape. This work is always intertwined
with forestry operations. The aim is to create
biodiversity in the forest. Even in purely
productive forests we set aside space for
fruit-bearing trees and bushes such as oak,
rowan, crabapple, blackthorn and dog rose.”

own woodland to heat Menhammar and
Yttersta – these are just a couple of examples of the sustainability efforts of which
we are proud. The enormous commitment
to the farm and agricultural business that
we feel on the part of the family allows us to
implement sustainable solutions throughout the business,” says Segerström.
As with any other large farm, farming
also performs a service function for other
operations at the farm. In addition to responsibility for the farm’s crop production
and livestock, the job also involves property
management of the various buildings and
operation of the farm’s boiler, which is
powered in equal proportions by horse
manure and wood chips.

P H OTO : MAR K U S NI L S S O N

effects for farming,” adds Segerström.
Their strong commitment and desire
to make a difference has contributed to
Menhammar becoming the successful
story it is today, because it takes more than
horse breeding to become one of Sweden’s
leading stud farms.
“Although horses are at the core of our
business here at Menhammar, it is important to see the overall view. I am absolutely
convinced that wildflower meadows, beautiful sunflowers, grazing deer and flourishing oaks on the land provide added value
that everyone at Menhammar appreciates
no matter whether they work here, come
to buy a horse or are simply passing by,”
says Markus Nilsson.

The objective of
forestry at Menhammar
is the long-term maintenance
and development of forest value.

SUSTAINABILITY IS AN obvious focus for a busi-

ness built on animals and nature.
“Although Menhammar covers a large
area, because we utilise the land fairly intensively for our large amount of livestock
we need to use smart working methods.
We need to manage our soils wisely and this
means making the least negative impact
possible. This is a challenge for Menhammar as a whole; however, it is something
that we find very stimulating to work hard
at,” concludes Ulf Segerström.

NATURE MANAGEMENT
• Forestry management: approx. 1,000 ha, of which 870 ha productive woodland
– Environmentally certified according to FSC and PEFC
– The forest produces wood chips that, along with horse manure, power the farm’s boiler.
• Game management: 1,900 ha of land and waterways
– Wildlife Estate Labelled
– Cloven-hoofed game on the land are elk, roe deer, wild boar and the occasional
fallow deer.
• Game and landscape conservation:
to provide birds, game and insects with good conditions for reproduction, thereby
increasing the biodiversity of the cultural landscape.
• Land leases: such as fishing waters,
hiking trails, bridle paths, bee colonies, etc.

The vegetation is thriving in one
of the strips between the pastures.

The soil is prepared for the strips that are created to increase biodiversity
by encouraging environments for plants, insects and game.

AGRICULTURE
• Total arable land and pasture 580 ha, divided into:
– 320 ha pasture (of which 50 ha natural pasture)
– 160 ha grazing
– 100 ha cereals
• Employs 11 staff in the operational divisions Farming,
Parks and Gardens, and Buildings and Property.
• A service function for Menhammar’s other operations.
• 50 cattle, of which 25 suckling cows.
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THE HORSE AMBULANCE

BY KARIN CEDRONIUS PHOTO GUSTAV GRÄLL

The horse ambulance, a natural participant at all of Solvalla’s trotting events.

The Horse Ambulance
RESCUE FOR
HORSES IN DISTRESS

No matter what the problem – a broken leg, foaling or a trotting accident
– and regardless of the time of day, or day of the year, Stockholm Horse
Ambulance will heed the call to help horses in distress.

R

olf Nilsson has seen it all
during his 40-odd years
working for Stiftelsen
Stockholms Hästambulans
(the Stockholm Horse
Ambulance Foundation)
and he never knows what awaits him when
the telephone rings – which is also one of
the charms of the job. A callout may turn
out to be a horse with colic, a persistent
cold virus or a broken leg. Sometimes it is a
weak foal or an injured trotter that requires
his assistance. The ambulance responds to
calls during evenings, weekends and public
holidays and is on call at every meeting
at Stockholm’s Solvalla Race Course as
a precaution for the competing trotters.
IT WAS MARGARETA Wallenius-Kleberg who

took the initiative to establish Stiftelsen
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VINJETT
Rolf Nilsson has
been driving
the horse
ambulance
since the start
in 1978.

We are not talking about standard ambulances, however; these are custom-designed
vehicles that can accommodate the largest
stallions and are equipped to handle all
types of emergencies. There is a stretcher
for horses that can’t stand up unaided, a
40-metre-long winch and other emergency equipment such as splints for injured
legs. The walls are movable and the roof is
equipped with hooks so that horses with
fractures can be supported in hammocks.
It is also equipped with a camera linked to
a monitor in the driver’s cab, so that the
driver can monitor the horse’s condition
during the journey.
“Unlike a standard ambulance, we are
not permitted to use emergency vehicle lights as we are not considered
BECOME
an emergency vehicle and are
therefore not eligible for a perA SPONSOR
mit from the county adminisMore sponsors are required
trative board,” says Nilsson.
for the operation of another
Stockholms Hästtwo ambulances. If you are
ambulans in 1978, as
THE AMBULANCE transports 50
considering sponsoring
she felt that there was
or so horses every year and has
the foundation, please email
insufficient, worthy care
a catchment area with a radius
lomossberg@gmail.com.
available to horses injured
of 100-150 kilometres around
at trotting and flat racing
Stockholm. Horses are generally
meetings at the Solvalla and,
transported to the University Horse
Clinic in Ultuna, just outside Uppsala.
at that time, Täby race courses.
The ambulance is available to anyone who
“Margareta has an enormous love for
might need it.
horses and she is a real driving force when
“It is generally a veterinarian who preit comes to horses and how they should be
cared for. She is still very much engaged in
scribes that the horse should travel with us
our organisation,” says Rolf Nilsson, who is
but owners do call us themselves from time
the operational manager of Stiftelsen Stockto time,” explains Nilsson.
holms Hästambulans. “Our motto is that
all horses should be able to ride with us; the
THESE DAYS, alarms normally relate to
price must not be a factor. This is why the
privately owned horses, although it is still
foundation is run as a non-profit organisanot unknown for injured trotters to require
emergency transport. The ambulance is
tion with at-cost prices, making us entirely
always on call at Solvalla during trotting
dependent on our sponsors.”

On the horse
ambulance’s
Facebook page,
you can follow
some of the
stories of the
horses that have
been helped.

IT IS ALWAYS JUST AS
NICE WHEN YOU HEAR
AFTERWARDS THAT
A HORSE HAS MADE
IT AND IS FINE
meetings, as well as for the horse shows
at Stockholm’s Friends Arena.
The foundation also employs another
driver who shares the on-call duty with Rolf
Nilsson and drives the foundation’s ambulances. Where does one find the energy to
remain on call day and night, whether it is
Christmas Eve, Midsummer or a birthday?
“It is the love of these animals that gives me
strength to keep going. I want to help the
horses and their owners. It is always just as
nice when you hear afterwards that a horse
has made it and is fine,” Rolf Nilsson says.

THE STOCKHOLM
EQUINE AMBULANCE
• Was established in 1978
• Total call-outs 2018: approx. 50
• Most common ailments: colic and fractures
• Catchment area: A 100-150 kilometre radius
around Stockholm
• Competitions covered: All trotting meetings
at Solvalla, three-day events, and the horse
shows at Friends Arena
•O
 n the agenda: two more ambulances are
planned so that the service can cover a wider area
OUR
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VINJETT
IN
RETROSPECT

BY PIA ADOLFSSON JANSSON PHOTO KNUT ANDERSEN / CLAES KÄRRSTRAND

The classic photograph of the first bend
at Bjerke during the legendary 1942
race. The image, captured by Norwegian
photographer Knut Andersen, was
chosen as Sports Photograph of
the Month by Life magazine..

THE STORY BEHIND

MENHAMMAR

& BIG NOON
For over 70 years, a long line of successful trotting
horses has been bred and raised at Menhammar,
a run of success that shows no sign of abating.
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I

n 1947, Olof Wallenius purchased
Menhammar Farm, a property on
the shore of Lake Mälaren dating
back as far as the thirteenth century. The land has been cultivated
for over 800 years and is still used
for agriculture and forestry, as well as horse
training, competition and breeding. As
well as a stud, the farm is also home to both
people and numerous horses.

EVEN BEFORE buying Menhammar, Olof
Wallenius owned a large number of horses
that from 1933 onwards competed for the
Segerhuva Stable. Menhammar’s pride and
joy, Big Noon – or the Emperor, as he was
affectionately known – was purchased as a
2-year-old in 1938 and went on to become
Sweden’s most renowned and beloved
trotter of the 1940s. Competing in Sweden
and abroad in the Segerhuva Stable’s classic
green and brown racing colours, Big Noon’s

VINJETT

In 2009 Big Noon was
inducted into the Hall of
Fame at the Nordic Trotting
Museum in Årjäng.

Olof Wallenius, Big Noon and
Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg
at Menhammar in the 1950’s.

Big Noon’s silhouette is still today a part
of Menhammar Stud Farm’s logo.

characteristic silhouette can still be found on
both the Menhammar Stud Farm’s logo and
a number of places at Solvalla. Thanks to Big
Noon, Swedish trotting gained a previously
unthinkable level of attention. He was the
first Swedish-bred horse to break the dream
barrier of 1.20 and by the time he retired
from competition in 1945 he had broken
Swedish records in all age categories.
FOR MANY TROTTING fans, the 1942 Oslo Grand

Prix was the defining race in Big Noon’s career. Big Noon arrived at the Bjerke trotting
arena on the outskirts of Oslo in the midst
of the German World War II occupation of
Norway. Despite the fact that all national
symbols, including flags, were forbidden
due to the occupation, Big Noon and driver
Gösta Nordin trotted out onto the track in a
sulky resplendent in blue and yellow stripes.
Although Big Noon began the race by galloping and was initially lagging far behind his

competitors, he make up the ground to win
– to the great jubilation of the 24,000-strong
crowd, a record that still stands in 2019. Olof
Wallenius donated the prize money, 10,000
kronor, to the dependants of Norwegian
seamen who had sailed under the Swedish
flag during World War II.
The Big Noon Jubilee Cup, a race in
the horse’s honour, has been run at Bjerke
since 2017, with the first race won by Norwegian gelding Deep Sea Dream, driven by
Tom Erik Solberg. The first prize was NOK
150,000 and Margareta Wallenius-Kleberg
has donated a special prize to be awarded
to whoever wins the race three times.
IN 2009, Big Noon was the third horse to be

inducted into the Hall of Fame at the Nordic
Trotting Museum in Årjäng. The recital
stated: “He was the emperor of trotting who,
with tremendous charisma, an unmistakable
gait and burning will to win during his trail of

conquest beyond the country’s borders, set
the future course of Swedish trotting.”

THERE IS A CLEAR
breeding line running from Big Noon
to today’s star horse, Who’s Who.
With more than 70 years of steadfast
effort and more than 3,000 foals
born, Who’s Who is the latest and
ultimate result of a consistent,
passionate and wholehearted
investment on Menhammar Stud
Farm in breeding and racing trotters.
OUR
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The fact that Menhammar Stud Farm has been named Sweden’s most
successful breeder of trotting horses for an impressive 12 years in a
row speaks for itself. Yttersta Stables, the competition stables where
Menhammar’s horses are trained, plays a significant role in this
success. Yttersta’s trainer, Pasi Aikio, explains the reasoning behind
the stable’s success in making sure its horses perform at top level.

FROM
TRAINING TO

COMPETITION

”HERE AT YTTERSTA, we have a clear profile in
that we invest in training and developing
young, untried horses,” explains Pasi Aikio.
“We start early by studying all of Menhammar’s breedings, both as foals and one-yearolds, so we follow them for quite some time.
Primarily it is the lineage and points of
the horse that we look at; for example, to
ensure that its conformation is not unbalanced. The gaze is also important – it is perfectly true that the eyes are the window to
the soul. At the front of the horse we want
to see a long, horizontal shoulder. In the
hindquarters, the sacrum must be correctly
angled because, unless the engine is in place,
the legs don’t matter.”
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YTTERSTA

PASI AIKIO
PROFESSION:

IT IS DIFFICULT to say how long a horse’s

competitive career will last given that, just
like their training regimes, this is highly
individual. The standard of races increases
with time as the classes become more difficult, the more prize money the horse wins.
When a horse’s trotting career ends and it is
taken out of training, it will either be used
as a stud or sold as a leisure horse.
“We never allow a horse to train and
compete past the point that it enjoys it,”
concludes Pasi.
>

P H OTO : C L AE S KÄRR ST R AN D

HAVING SPENT many years in the business,
Pasi has a clear idea about how a good horse
should look and behave. How the horse
moves and how easily it trots are important
factors; however, so too is the feeling he
gets from the horse. How does it behave in
the stable and during training? Pasi says
that he likes a horse to be calm so that it
doesn’t burn energy unnecessarily.
“Every autumn we have a crop of some
20 young horses entering training at the
age of around 1½-years. We begin by longreining them for at least one month before
harnessing them to a sulky. We then begin
training to build up the horses physically
and mentally. The aim is to start them in
their first race as 3-year-olds. How many
starts a horse will do in its first season is
highly individual. Our ambition is to enter
horses in all of the major races for 3- and
4-year-olds and the goal is that our horses
in training should be good enough for
Solvalla and V75.”

Trainer at Yttersta
AGE: born 1971
FAMILY: partner and two sons
YEARS IN THE BUSINESS: 30

WHO’S WHO
”Who´s Who has been something of a surprise,
but he is also exactly the kind of horse we look
for at Yttersta,” says Pasi. “As a young horse he did
what was asked of him at training but no more
than that. He had a good gait but never really
outshone the others; it was only when he began
speed work and running in qualifying races that
it became apparent what a good horse he is.”
Who’s Who won the 2018 Swedish Trotting
Derby, setting a new world record for four-yearolds of 1.12.0 over 2,640 metres.

THE JUBILEE TROPHY
The main goal for success horse Who’s Who during 2019 is the Jubilee Trophy at Solvalla and the
training is organised and adapted to just that race.
”Who´s Who is currently in intensive training
using a resistance cart at low speeds to build
strength, but he will soon be moving on to speed
work in order to be ready for the Jubilee Trophy on
Menhammar Day in August. He will have a bit more
time to prepare as we are slowly building up towards
top form so that he peaks at the right time. As part of
his preparations, Who’s Who will be starting two or
three times prior to the Jubilee Trophy.”
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YTTERSTA

A HORSE CAN BE TRAINED TO
BE GOOD BUT ALL THE TRAINING IN THE
WORLD WILL NOT MAKE THEM GREAT.
THE RIGHT BASIC MATERIAL NEEDS
TO BE THERE FROM THE START
TRAINING
There are a wide range of training opportunities at Yttersta. In addition to the
hilly forest training track there is also a
straight track and an oval track with the
same dimensions as the Solvalla track.
During the winter months, the horses
will have one-hour training sessions some
four times a week. This will be heavier,
muscle-building training, perhaps using
a resistance cart for increased workload.
The idea is to slowly build the horses and
at Yttersta they always strive to maintain
the flattest possible form curve.

The training for a young horse starts at the age of around 1½ years.
As a first step in the training, the horse is long-reined for at least a month.

YTTERSTA
• The training and competition
part of Menhammar Stud Farm
Beverage is getting used to the harness
for a sulky.

• Approximately 10 employees
• 56 stalls for competition horses
• Free ranging for 2 x 20 horses

COMPETING
“The very first race is important in many
ways. It demonstrates the horse’s behaviour in a competitive environment.
Race meetings have an atmosphere of
their own and some horses love them,
while others don’t take to them at all.
I prefer to give the horses a gentle
schedule to begin with in order to build
up their trust.”

Yttersta’s oval track was inaugurated in 2017.
It has the same dimensions as the Solvalla track.

SPEED
A month prior to competition, training
transitions to speed work involving
faster driving about twice a week.
A speed session may consist of a warmup, followed by interval training on the
straight track and finishing off with a
jog to cool down. The horse is equipped
with a pulsimeter while driving and
after training, in order to assess the
horse’s performance and how quickly
it recovers.
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GROOMS

To help Menhammar’s young horses get used to autostart,
a starting gate is strapped onto a horse transport.

There is a highly experienced group of around
10 people working at Yttersta, all of whom
have been there for many years. They have
accumulated a wealth of experience and an
instinctive feel that is hard to teach. The horses
are most often driven by their grooms during
training, as they know their horses well both
on and off the track.

1.08.4

The fastest winning time ever
recorded in Elitloppet is 1.08.4,
achieved by Bold Eagle in the
2017 finals.

elitloppet
SOME FACTS ABOUT

1953

The first Swedish horse
to win the race was the mare
Frances Bulwark in 1953.

One of the most prestigious international events in trotting, Sweden’s Elitloppet
(the Elite Race) is traditionally run on the last Sunday in May each year.

1952
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• ASVT Trottex Auction Race
• Harper Hanover’s Race
• Sweden Cup
• Elitkampen
• Fyraåringseliten
• Treåringseliten
• Lärlingseliten
• Montéeliten

3,000,000

28

Stig H. Johansson has competed in
the event more times than anyone
else, 28 times in total with 24
appearances in the finals and
6 victories, the most by any driver.

From Above won Elitloppet
in 2003 with driver
Örjan Kihlström.
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Elitloppet Weekend
features several races
of the highest quality:

THE ELITLOPPET WEEKEND 2019 takes place between
24-26 May and is the most visited trotting event on
Sweden’s trotting calendar. Around 60,000 visitors
normally gather at Solvalla over the course of the
weekend to see the world’s greatest horse over the
one-mile sprint distance (1,609 metres) be crowned All eight finalists in Elitloppet receive prize money,
from SEK 3 million for the winner down to SEK 40,000
as winner.
for the eighth-placed horse.
Each year, 12 horses that have distinguished
themselves during the previous season are invited
to participate in Elitloppet together with the winners of the four direct qualification races; Olympiatravet, Finlandialoppet, the Algot Scott Memorial
The first Elitloppet was run in 1952
and HRH Prince Daniel’s Race. Horses, drivers and
under the name the Jubilee Race, to
trainers come from all over Europe and even from
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
the other side of the Atlantic. The eight places in
Solvalla track. The race was won by
the final are contested in two qualifying races that
West German horse Permit.
are run a few hours before the final. The four best
horses in each qualifying race go to the final to
Number of winning
compete for the prize of SEK 3 million.
24
23
horses per country:
The horses compete for their owner’s
homeland, regardless of where they
were born or are trained.
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1995

The record attendance was
set in 1995, when 36,640 saw
Copiad and Erik Berglöf take
their second straight victory.

Source: Elitloppet.se
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